Abstract-With the microelectronic technology, photoelectron technology and the continuous development of wireless network technology, the development of the computer has entered the era of mobile, with PDA, portable computers and dressing equipment, becoming increasingly prevalent in mobile computing systems, represented by the use of computers in mobile, wireless devices, pocket will move the subject through the network and huge number space seamlessly together, has become possible, in this paper, based on the system design and implementation of wireless interactive multimedia system was tested, develop a set of interactive multimedia system in wireless environment, through the wireless network environment to build a wireless interactive platform, the mobile terminal and data service center, or between mobile terminal and mobile terminal through the platform for multimedia data transmission and information interaction.
I.INTRODUCTION
With the accelerate development of computer, network, satellite communications, the use of information technology, increasingly frequent and dependence is increasing. Traditional wired network environment for network users to the access to information resource, share and communicate with each other to bring great convenience, implement the data information is valid, and fast transmission [1] . But as the network users' researcher increasingly frequent flow of each person dependence on spatial information more, especially in the process of outdoor and mobile, a new mode of access to information request is becoming a development trend in the future. Traditional wired networks already can't satisfy people's needs, so the wireless local area network (LAN) arises at the historic moment. At the same time, the application of multimedia technology are also with the development of computer and network technology has become a growing up, especially the development of interconnection network technology, but also promote the progress of the multimedia technology [2] .
Therefore, the research and development of interactive multimedia system for wireless environment has become an important development direction of the multimedia technology. Believe we can provide a good mobile interactive multimedia solutions, to meet the demand of the growing mobile user service, makes the user can at any time, any place to enjoy the ubiquitous resource sharing and interaction. Committed to wireless mobile way of study and design of interactive multimedia system has good research value and broad market prospect. The purpose of this study is a research and development a set of interactive multimedia system for wireless environment. This system design mainly through 802. The LLB wireless interactive platform, to build a wireless network environment makes mobile terminal and data service center, or between mobile terminal and mobile terminal through the platform for multimedia data transmission and information interaction, etc.
II.FUNCTION MODULE OF INTERACTIVE
MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM Wireless environment oriented multimedia interactive system of each function module is independent system function execution unit, each responsible for their own module function realization and execution, is relatively independent of each other. Reasonable module partition advantageous to realize the function of system for different applications to add, tailoring; Each function module in the process of design, try our best to consider a single module cohesion, and reduce the harm degree between the various modules, as far as possible to achieve low coupling between modules, each module itself high cohesion [3] [4] , as shown in figure 2.
Data service center module. Data service module is mainly responsible for coding and treatment to the media data management, data collection terminal for data transmission and browsing, is the core part of the server module.
Media data acquisition module. Information acquisition module is mainly external audio and video data, and sends the collected data to the media service, storage center.
Data encoding processing module. The audio and video data information after encoding processing module of processing, was transferred to media data center service center to store data.
Media management module. To be responsible for the organization and management of data center of multimedia audio and video data, but also deal with interaction of wireless mobile terminal request.
Mobile browser module. The mobile browser is connected user interface and data services, platform provides user information browsing, and accept and deal with the data on the user's information.
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Audio and video decoding module. Mainly for wireless mobile terminal to receive the multimedia audio and video data decoding process.
Terminal UI module. Responsible for the terminal of the UI design, realizes the user interactions with the equipment operation.
Wireless communication module. Wireless module is wireless mobile terminal connection data service center link, is wireless interactive multimedia system for data transmission medium.
III.TOPOLOGY DESIGN FOR INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM IN WIRELESS NETWORK
The wireless network system for interactive multimedia overall design are shown in figure 2 below, the whole system can be divided into four parts: content acquisition, production and management section (CMS), data service center, wireless networks and wireless devices. Content management part in charge of multimedia audio and video data recording, storage and management; Data service center is responsible for communicate with wireless terminals and receives a command Request terminal equipment, after processing to give Response; Wireless network provides the network transmission medium; Wireless terminal equipment work is through the wireless network environment and real-time interactive communication, data center and real-time processing in the wireless network for multimedia data [5] .
IV.THE DESIGN OF INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM IN WIRELESS NETWORK
Interactive multimedia system to wireless network interaction in the first place, do the underlying transport interface definition, this paper shows how to use the underlying network communication protocol for data transmission; For the interpretation of the information transmission platform, illustrates the application of how messages transmitted the information transmission platform. Application platform need to provide services to meet the needs in the platform for secondary development, this article lists the three kinds of upper provide public services, to facilitate the management and development of application. An interactive multimedia network teaching system must have a specific application to complete the teaching process. Based on four layers model, wooden article built an interactive multimedia network teaching system, as shown in figure 3 .
The upper public application service. In order to avoid repeat function realization, this article will multimedia network teaching software in common features extraction, as the top public application service. Each application user information is needed, therefore, unified to the manager, which each application can concentrate on their own application development. Session management is a unique identifier in the specific application in open system. Mainly is to maintain each application session the topology of the network connection, so as to guide did not join the session user according to the topology structure to establish session connection. This article provides a platform allows users to develop applications, and easily integrated in, how to manage them, platform will also provide some necessary support.
The underlying communication interface. In interactive systems, each application must carry on the interactive communication. We use tunnel to establish connection tunnel said application, an application may require multiple connections, send different types of information, and so you need to create multiple connection tunnel. At the bottom, the network communication protocol for each application provides a tunnel group is used to manage the connection tunnel.
Information transmission platform. Information transmission platform to run on the front fleet composed of several computers. Frontend between host and client application service, multiple front unit into front fleet. Through the information transmission platform makes the front fleet foreign as a whole, can be realized through the front fleet network dynamic load balancing, reduce the network load host application service and improve data transmission speed. All applications are through information interaction of message transmission platform, information transmission platform for message filtering, decided to message routing, organize the application layer multicast, the adaptive transmission of the message.
V.CONCLUSION
With the development of wireless network technology and wireless mobile device, interactive multimedia technology applications for wireless environment will be more and more become a research hotspot. In this paper, in the wireless environment system for interactive multimedia design process, made some exploration and attempt for the above problem. In solving a problem on the basis of the above, we design a set of interactive multimedia system in wireless environment, and each functional module of the system to give the corresponding implementation. Because the research and design is still at the preliminary stage, this paper designed a set of interactive multimedia system in wireless environment, the system besides finished the real-time transmission of multimedia audio and video data, we also implement the wireless mobile terminal and data service center and interactive operation, and better solve the problems of the mobile wireless devices smaller screen ", of course, the above is just a part of wireless interactive multimedia technology application development, there are many needs further development and future worth for further study. 
